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IThe Worship of Astarte in Palestine during the
Old Testament Period.
Introduction
The study of the origin and history of religions is a
moving, fascinating task. To attempt to live for a time
with primitive man, to see his fear as he faces an apparent-
ly hostile universe, to feel the mystery of the life giving
forces in that universe, to watch his struggle as he fights
for truth and righteousness, to see his longing for life be-
yond the grave, to search for his motives as he attempts to
make his religion a means as well as an end, and then to
judge all this in the light of the fuller revelation of a
later day, is to attempt a study which challenges one's best
effort.
We are particularly concerned in this study with the
worship of Astarte in Palestine during the Old Testament period,
and the reaction of the Hebrew worshipers of Yahweh to that cult.
As the female deity Astarte was worshiped in one form or another
throughout the whole of the early Semitic world, it will prove
helpful to get at tre primitive origin of tnis worship, and then
follow the movement and thought from one country to another.
In Arabia this goddess was sometimes spoken of as Athtur.
In Babylonia she was known as Ishtar. The same name applied in
Assyria. Phoenicia and her colonies often called the goddess
Ashtarte. In Abyssinia she became a male god and was known as
Astar. Among the Canaanites the female deities were referred
%
2to as the Ashtaroth. The name is written 'Vshtoreth in the
Hebrew scriptures; the vowels of the work 'bosheth' (shame)
having been substituted to show the Hebrew contempt.
Background.
Arabia. Primitive origin of female worship.
This study might well begin like a child's story booK,
"Once upon a time* there roamed throughout the great Arabian
Desert, rude nomadic tribes, which we have since come to Know
as the Semites. They were strong, upstanding, brave and
vigorous men, with dark skins, straight black hair, and pierc-
ing black, deep set eyes. From early childhood their lives
were free and were lived in the open. The pure, bracing desert
air, the simple food and care-free life, gave then health and
vigor, which would be the envy of many more civilized peoples.
Their simple life led to simplicity of thought and directness of
action.
Some scholars have claimed northern Arabia, and others
southern Arabia as the original home of the Semites. Perhaps
the best general statement is made by Prof. Elmer A. Leslie,
when he says, "The cradle and spreading center of the various
Semitic peoples was the vast Arabian Desert in Western Asia,
which is regarded by some scholars also as the original Semitic
home. From this as a center in periodic migrations, layer
after layer of Semites have deposited themselves in Egypt,
Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine." ^
(l) The Abingdon Bible Commentary, p. 108

3Carleton Koyes approaches che subject of Semitic raigrations
thus, "Between the affluent green valley of the Nile ana the
garden plains of the Euphrates and Tigris, are strewn in vast
distances the brown sands and desolate impenetrable steppes of
the Arabian desert, at far intervals, watered by oases. The
wastes bear men abundantly, but cannot nourish them in the
same measure. After a lapse of a millennium, within which period
is fulfilled a secular climatic alteration of moisture and aridity
the oases are no longer able to support their burden, and the nomad
herdsmen swarm forth, as though with concerted action, in an im-
mense migration east and north and west, seeking sustenance and
eager to reap where they have not sown." ^
This will give us an indication as to why we find the Semites
living everywhere in that vast territory lying to the east and
south of the Mediterranean Sea. It will also explain how a
primitive Semitic cult could have become so deeply rooted in the
thought aid life of widely separated peoples.
We shall now turn our attention to the origin of this ancient
cult. It would seem altogether probable that the goddess who was
worshiped everywhere by the Semites would be of Semitic origin.
Undoubtedly this is true. But just how did that worship come
about? It is a difficult question to answer because we have no
historical information; no written records of any king. Host of
j
what we think we know has been read back into that dim distant
age, from the findings of a later period. We shall not think it
strange then if men should differ in their views.
(l) The Genius of Israel, Noyes, p.p. 1,2
f
4It has "been said that, "All Semitic tribes appear to have
started with a single tribal deity whom they regarded as the
divine creator of his people, and this deity seems to have been
astral, the sun, or the moon, or the planet Venus." ^ On the
other hand to another author, "It appears plausible to assume
that the goddess originated in Arabia in primitive Semitic
times in connection with the culture of the date-palm."
She is variously spoken of by scholars as "the spirit of the
oasis," "the female deity with the spirits of the wind, sun
and moon as husbands," and "the goddess of reprouuc t ion .
"
There is probably some truth in most of these suggestions
.
It would seem most natural that the primitive beuouin Arab, living
in the desert wastes, where both animal and vegetable life was
scarce, would be much impressed with the life giving processes
wherever they were found. How different would be the attitude
of primitive man on a jungle covered island where life was most
abundant. There would be little tendency to deify that which was
so common as to be taken for granted. The Semite, on the other
hand, wandering across desert sands from one oasis to another,
would naturally fasten a religious significance upon these life
processes. To control birth and growth meant the control of life
itself.
In human and animal life it was apparently the female Taho
was supreme. It was she that gave birth to new life. How easy
it must have been to carry this same thinking across into the
(1) The Mythology of all Races, Langdoa, Vol. 5, p. 11
(2) Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 2, p. 207

5vegetable -world. It is only natural then that the primitive
Semites should have chosen a goddess as their chief deity. It
was the female who gave and controlled life. We are probably not
far wrong then in thinking of this goddess in such terma as
previously suggested; "the spirit cf the oasis," "the self-
waterer," "the goddess of reproduction," or to see her symbolized
in some such plant as the date-palm.
When we add to what has been said, the weight of a matriarchal
stage of pre-civilisation where woman was the stable unit in the
clan, we see still more clearly how a female deity would develop
in Arabia, and become supreme. If sexual license developed along
with the worship of the goddess it was not a low act to these
primitive men and women, but rather a religious virtue. What it
later became belongs to another part of the story.
As the Semites migrated into countries where there were
more advanced settled communities, they took their goddess with
them. But in this new atmosphere a rapid change often took
place in her nature. Sometimes her gender was reversed ana she
became a god. Sometimes a god took the goddess as his consort.
Sometimes the rich mythology ind higher theological speculation
of another race greatly enriched the worship of the goddess.
Lewis Browne has pictured this change in the following woras,
"....once the invaders from the aesert came to feel at home in
verdant Mesopotamia, and began to mingle more or less freely
with the non-Semitic natives, their religion took on a quite al-
tered aspect. The matriarchal form of society gave way to tne
patriarchal, and as a natural consequence the goddesses were

6changed to gods Or if the deities managed to persist in
the new social order as females in fact as well as name, they
took on altogether new functions. A population no longer living
in the desert, for instance had no longer any reason to worship
the spirit of the desert oasis so a star instead of an oasis
was given to Ishtar as a ho e "
Babylonia and Assyria.
We shall now turn our attention to the worship of Ishtar
in Babylonia and Assyria.
Lying between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf and bounded by
the Tigris and Euphrates , lies a land of ancient half forgotten
civilizations and more nearly forgotten faiths. Here the
Babylonian and Assyrian empires came into their great power.
Here the female goddess Ishtar was worshiped with great pomp and
affection. We usually find her name associated with some par-
ticular city or locality, though we feel certain that in the
beginning she came from the wastes of Arabia. Wherever she is
found there is a common ground of faith, worship and practice.
We shall now examine into a number of these Ishtar cults
to determine the outstanding features of faith and practice.
There is only one satisfactory way to ao this and.tha t is to go
as nearly as possible to first hand materials. The evidence
cited will be largely quotations taken from Assyrian sources as
given to us by George A. Barton in the Hebraica, unaer the title
of "The Semitic Ishtar Cult." (April-July 1893; ana Oct. 1893-
Jan. 1894.)
(l) This Believing World, Lewis Browne, p. 67
•
Ishtar of Nineveh.
The earliest mention of Ishtar of Nineveh is to be found
in a prayer of Assurnasirpal , son of Sains i -Raman , which is
supposed to date from about 1800 B.C. The library of Assurbanipal
furnishes us with our original copy.
"The thing he received from me... the words I relate
To the mother of wisdom. ..( the lady of) majesty
To her who dwells at Ibarbar, the goddess (who) made me
renowned,
To the queen of the gods, unto whose hands are delivered
the commands of the great gods,
To the lady of Nineveh. ..( of th e gods), the exalted one,
To the daughter of Sin, the sister of Samas, who rules all
kingdoms
,
To her who determines decrees, the goddess of the universe,
To the lady of heaven and earth, who receives prayers,
To her who hears petitions, who heeds sighs,
To the mercif il goddess, who loves justice,
Is tar--every thing which is corrupted distresses her!
Afflictions as many as I see I bewail before thee!
To my sorrowful words may thy ears be inclined,
To my afflicted speech let thy heart by open,
Look on me, Lady, thus may thy turning make glad thy
servant' s heart.
I am Assurnasirpal
,
thy afflicted servant,
Humble, worshipping thy divinity, provident, thy favorite,
•
8Who set up thy fourteen goddesses, who without ceasing offers
thy sacrifices,
•ho desires thy shrines, who adorns thy sanctuary ,
Who makes abundant the vine, the joy of thy heart, which thou
love3t
,
The son of Samsiraman, the king, the worshipper of the great
gods
,
I made a "bed of 'urkarinu' wood, a firm divan giving rest to
thy divinity,
In what have I wronged thee?
Why (?) hast thou appointed me disease?
How long, lady, shall the disease without cessation
destroy my members?
I, Assurnasirpal
,
sorely afflicted, thy worshipper,
Cause (my) sickness to go out, restrain (my) sin!
Grant him mercy and strengthen his weakness,
Intercede for him with thy beloved, the father of the goas,
Assur
.
Unto future days let me exalt thy ladyship?" ^
Mention of Istar of Nineveh in Assurnasirpal, 885-860 B.C.
"In the wish of my heart and the placing of my hand Istar,
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, p. p. 133-135 V. 9.

9the lady who loves my priesthood favored me, and Brought
her heart to the accomplishment of battle and war.
At the command of Assur and Istar, the great gods, my lords,
I marched from Nineveh."
Hention of Istar of Nineveh in Shalmaneser II 860-825 B.C.
"Istar, the first born of heaven and earth who is perfect
in bravery, who establishes tie fates (and) enlarges
my kingdom.
Istar the queen of fight and battle."
Mention of Istar of Nineveh in Sargon, 722-705 B.C.
"For Anu who completes the work of ray hand, and for Istar
who makes its people thrive I named the gates of Anu
and Is'tar on the west side."
Mention of Istar of Nineveh in Sennacherib, 705-681 B.C.
"I prayed unto Assur, Sin, Samas
,
Bil, Nabu, Nergal, Istar
of Nineveh, Is'tar of Arbela, the gods whom I trust,
for the capture of my mighty foes.
Nineveh the great fortress, the city beloved of Ist;ir.
The former palace, which was 360 cubits long on the side of
the enclosure of the tower, 80 cubits in breadth on z';\e
side of the brilliant temple, the temple of Istar." (4)
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, p. p. 137, "Sol. 9
(2) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton
,
p/ 137 , Vol. 9
(3) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, p. 157, Vol. 9
(4) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, p. 139, Vol. 9
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Kent1on of 1st ir of Nineveh in Esarhaddon, 681-668 B.C.
"Istar lady of onslaught and "battle who loves my priesthood
stood at ray side and "broke their bows."
Mentions of Istar of Nineveh in Assurbanipal , 668-626 B.C.
"Assur and Istar the gods ray lords,
The brilliance of Assur and Istar overthrew him,
By the might of Assur and Istar my hand captured silver and gold,
After I had caused the weapons of Assur and Istar to march
over Elam.
At the command of Assur and Istar who sent rae.
Assur and Istar who march at my side.
In my prayers which I offered to Assur and Istar, my sighs
they received, they heard the speaking of my lips.
At the command of Assur and Istar I entered into his palace.
Who at the command of Assur and Istar became a servant.
I an Assurbanipal, king of hosts, king of Assyria whom Assur
and Bilit made complete in lofty power. Over the lions
which I killed, I lifted up the bow, the might of Istar
queen of battle. I offered over them a prayer. I
poured wine over them." (Bilit synonym for Is"tar.)
Istar' s Descent. (This poem comes from the library of
Assurbanipal though its composition must have taken place
much earlier.
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, p. 139, ¥oi. 9
(2) Hebraica, The Semitic I star Cult, Barton, p. 141, Vol. 9
*t
II
"Unto the country without return, the land of darkness,
I&tar, daughter of Sin, set her ear.
The daughter of Sin set her ear
Unto the house of darkness, the dwelling of Irkalla,
Unto the house whose entrance has no exit,
Istar, when she approached the g ate of the land without return;
To the keeper of the gate addresses a word:
'Keeper of the waters open thy gate,
Open thy gate--I will enter. 1
I will weep for men who have left their wives,
I will weep for the handmaids taiien from the "bosom of their
hushi.nds
.
For the little children I will weep who out of their time....
Go, keeper, open thy gate to her.
Do to her according to the ancient commands.
The keeper went and opened to her his door:
(Then as Istar goes past one gats after another her
clothing is tiken from her.)
After ijftar the lady (had descended to Hades,)
With the cow the bull would not unite, nor the ass approach
the she-ass,
A mail on the street did not approach a gentleman,
The gentleman slept at his commartl
r
12
The maid slept at the side of her
C lady do not step the source of the flood (?) the haters in
its midst I will drink.
He sprinkled Istar with the water of life and "brought her
out."
(As she comes past one gate after another her clothing
was restored to her.)
A study of these sketchy, nevertheless carefully selected
passages will reveal such facts as we now enumerate:
1 Istar was regarded asthe mother of both gods and men.
2 She was worshiped as one in a great pantheon of gods.
Assur the supreme god was her husband.
3 She was the great mother goddess, wise, Just, understanding
and merciful
.
4 She was the queen of heaven and queen of the gods.
5 She was the lady of Nineveh and held a special relationship
to the inhabitants there.
6 She was the intercesser "between man and Assur, the father
of the gods.
7 She was the goddess of war; "the queen of fight ana battle."
(l) Eeoraica, The Semitic Is'tar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9,
p.p. 143-151.
t
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8 She was the daughter of Sin (the noon-god.)
9 She was worthy of the most beautiful temples, made light
with gold snd gems, and furnished with a bed of ' urharinu* wood.
10 She was a lover of her priesthood and the king who supported
them.
11 She was the mother of wisdom.
12 She v/as the goadess of sexual productivity. When she
descended to the lower world sexual desire ceased in both man
and beast.
Istar of Assur.
Mentions of Istar of Assur in Raman-nirari I, cir. 1325 B.C.
"Kings and princes Anu, Assur, Samas , Raman and Istar
subdued under his feet.'1
Mentions of itftar of Assur in Tiglath-Pileser I. Cir. 1100 B.C.
"Istar, the first born of the gods, the queen of fight (?)
the one who gives strength for battle.
"After the enemies of Assur to their farthest limit I had
subdued I built the temple of Istar of Assur."
Mentions of Istar of Assur in Assurbanipal 668-626 B.C.
"I lifted up my hands, I besought Assur and Istar of Assur,
I mustered my noi;le forces with which Assur and Istar had
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9, p. 157
(2) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9
, p. 157
f
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filled my hand.
Facts revealed:
1 Istar was the first born of the gods.
2 She was worshiped as one in a pantheon of gods.
3 Close association between Assur and Istar.
4 She was the goddess of war and battle.
5 She was worthy of a temple built by tne king.
6 There was apparently a close association between Istar of
Assur and Istar of Nineveh.
Istar of Arbela
Mention of Istar of Arbela in Sennacherib 70o-68l 3. C.
"Assur, Sin, Samas, Bil, Nabu, Nergal, Istar of Nineveh, iUtar
of Arbela, the gods whom I trust."
Mentions of Istar of \rbela in Esarhaddon 681-668 B. C.
"I am Is'tar of Arbela, Esarhaddon, king of Assyria; in Assur,
Nineveh, Kalah (and) Arbela, long days, and everlasting
years I will give to Esarhaddon, my king. Thy limbs I enlarge.
Thy guide, thy vengeance am I. For long days (and) everlast-
ing years I have established thy throne in e-irth (and) great
heaven. For (my) covering of gold in the midst of the heaven
I am careful (?) I will cause the light which surrounds it to
shine before Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, like the crown of my
(l) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9 p. 159
(r
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head, I will make it bright. Do not fear, King, I
have spoken to thee.... The river with certainty I will
cause thee to cress. C Esarhacidon, faithful son, son of
Bilit Toy my hand I will make an end of thy foes."
Mentions of Istar of Arbela in Assurbanipal 668-626 B.C.
"Assur, Bilit, Sin, Sainas, Raman, Bil, Nabu, I Star of
Nineveh, the queen of Eidmuri, Istar of Aroela, Adar,
Nargal and ITusku."
My forces saw the river Ididi, a violent cuirent ana they
were afraid to cross it. I^tar, who dwells at Arbela
during an hour of the night, caused my forces to see a
dream and thus she spoke to them saying, 'I am going
before Assurbanipal the king, whom my hand has created.'
Upon this dream my forces overflowed, (with Joy) and
crossed the Ididi safely."
"Arbela, the dwelling Istar, the fortified house. .. .whose
wail from ancient times had not existed, its rampait was
not complete, its wall I built, its rampart I finished....
with luli. The house of Is'tar my lacy with silver, gold
and bronze I made bright as the day. The surinni wood
of the gate of the house of Istar with silver and gold,
I made good, I raised up. Iskia the lofty palace, the
(l) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9, p. 159
f
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dwelling Istar.. its decay I repaired. Ia her house
I built up. I completed the city to its whole extent. n(l)
Pacts revealed regarding Istar of Arbela.
1 Is'tar was here worshiped as one in a pantheon of gods.
2 As goddess of war she lends her aid to subduing the king's foes.
Z She r eves Is her will and purpose in dre?U'is.
4 She is worthy of the finest temple, maue of silver, gola
and bronze, with gates of sur inni-wood.
Istar of Agadi
Legend of Sargon, who lived cir. 2800 B.C.
"Sargon, the mighty king, king of Agade am I. My mother was a
princess, my father I did not know. The brother of my
father was in possession of the mountain. At the city
Azurpirani which is situated on the Euphrates, my mother
the princess conceived me, in secret she brought me forth.
She placed me in a cage of reeds (?) with bitumen my en-
trance she closed, she entrusted me to the river which did
not overflow me. The river carried me to Akki, the irrigator,
it brought me. Akki, the iirigator in the goodness....
took me up. Akki, the irrigator as a son .... brought me up.
Akki the irrigator as a forester.... established me. (Over)
five foresters Istar established me. etc." * '
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 9, p.p. 159-163
(2) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 10, p. 25
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Facts revealed*.
1. Sargon gives us the oldest known date in Babylonian history,
about 2800 B.C.
2. We see Is'tar as a goddess with some authority, whose care is
that of giowing trees.
I star of Babylon.
Eymn to Istar cir. 2000 B.C.
"Mother of the gods, fulfi.. ler of the con .anas of Bil
,
Thou br inger-forth of verdure, thou lady of mankind
Eegetiess of ail, who makest all offspring thrive,
I'other Is'tar, wbose might no god approaches,
"Xestic lauy , whose cc^anus are powerful,
A request I will utter which may be accomplished food for me.
Vy sighs (?) are many, my sickness is great.
C my lady, now my deeds, appoint me a resting place.
Hy sin forgive (?) raise up my face.
By god who is lord of prayer may he present my prayer to thee
My goddess who is mistress of supplicat ion--nay he present my
prayer to thee!
The god of the deluge-flood, lord of Kharsaga--may he present
my prayer to the el
Marduk, lord of Babylon--may he present my prayer to thee.
His spouse, the exalted offspring (?) of heaven and earth--
may she present my prayer to thee.
The exalted servant, the god who announces the good name--may
he present my prayer to thee!
,(
18
The bride of the first-born of ldar--may she present my
prayer to thee'.
The lady -who holds in check (?) hostile speech may she
(1)
present my prayer to thee."
Mention of Istar of Babylon in Nebuchadrezzar, 605-56^ B. C.
"For each day one fine fat ox, an ox without blemish, the
delight of pure dishes, the portion of the gods of
Isagila and Babylon ; fish, fowl, flesh, vegetables,
tokens of abunuance, honey, curd milk, good oil, meat,
the drink of the mountains, clear wine.... like water of
a river without measure for the table of Harduk and
Zarpanit my lords I renewed. An Adytum (?) the dwelling
of his lordship with bright gold- I Drilliantly auorned,
with a splendidly wide gate I enclosed it and a house for
(2)
Zarpanit, my lady, I beautifully adorned."
Mention of iSstar of Babylon in Habonidus, 556-E b9 B. C.
"And the worship of Sin, lord of the gods and of Istar in
heavei , in the heart of its people. .. .may it be
(3)
established.
"
"enticn of I Itar of Babylon in Cambysea 529-521 B. 0.
(4)
"Son of the priest of Istar of Babylon."
(1) Hebraica, The Semitic Iatar cult Vol in

^9
Astrologic il
.
"The Star Dilbad (Venus) at trie rising of the sun i3 the Is"tar
of agade. The star Dilbad at the setting of the sun is the
Istar of Erich. The star Dilbnd at the rising of the sun
is the Is'tar of the stars. The star Dilbad at the setting
of the sun is the Istar of the gods."
Mention of Istar of Babylon in Herodotus.
"But the most disgraceful of the Babylonian custom* is the
following. Every native woman is obliged once in her life
to sit in the temple of Aphrodite attd have intercourse
with some strmger. But many disdaining to mingle with
the rest, being proud on account of their wealth, come
in covered carriages and take their stand in the temple.
A numerous train follows those, but the rest do as follows;
Many sit in the temple of Aphrodite wearing aoout their
heads a crown of cord. Some are coning in, others are
going out. Passages lead in straight lines in every
direction through the women, along which the strangers
passing, make their choice. When once a woman has seated
herself there she must not return home until some stranger
has thrown a piece of silver into her lap and lain with
her outside the temple... The size of the silver may be
ever so small for she will not reject it, inasmuch as it
is not lawful to do so, for the silver is accounted sacred.
She follows th* first man that throws, and refuses no one.
(l) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 10, p. 19
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But when she has had intercourse, and has discharged
her obligation to the goddess, she returns home, and
after that time however much you may give her, „ ou will
not gain possession of her. As many as are endowed with
beauty and good form i.re soon set free, but the ugly are
detained a long time through inability to satisfy the
law, for some wait a space of three or four years. ,*.(l)
Facts revealed regarding Istar of Babylon.,
1 Istar here is the mother of the gods.
2 She is the goddess of productivity and all growing things.
3 She is trie "Majestic lady" with great power.
4 She is the Spouse of Karduk.
5 Heat, vegetables, and drink ire sacrificed to her.
6 She played an important p ;.rt in the \stroiogy of the day.
7 If we can trust the account given us by Herodotus, the
worship of this goddess was associated with grave
sexual license.
Conclusion and summary.
It will not be necessary to quote further from original
sources in order to picture the worship of this goddess and the in-
fluence of that worship in Babylonia and Assyria. There undoubtedly
were many other places where she held sway. In Ereck for example
/Istar played an important part in the ancient Gilgamish Epic. She
offered her hand in marriage to the hero, but this he refused
(l) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 1C, p. 21
-f
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because of her many previous marriages . Indeed Istar of Erech
appear! as a polyandrous goddess, and must reflect such a general
state of society. She changed husbands at will, and among them
were named such animals as the eagle, the lion and tae horse. T ill
must point to a totemistic stage in the development of the people
when animals were sacred to the goddess.
The Gilgaraish Epic makes I^tar the mother of the human r^ce.
In spite of the sordid side of her nature, tnere is a great tender-
ness also, and she mourns the destruction of the deluge.
\ general summary of the facts revealed in our study of
the worship of Ishtar in Babylonia and Assyria brings into outline
the following picture:
1 In every instance she is worshiped as one in a pantneon
of Gods.
2 She alv/ays holds a special and peculiar relationship to
the particular city in which she is worshiped.
3 In four instances she is regarded as the mother of the
gods, or the mother of men.
4 In four instances she is definitely mentioned as the
goddess cf war, fight or battle.
5 In four instances she is the goddess of productivity or
sexual desire.
6 In three instances she is worthy of a beautiful, costly
temole, and is worshiped therein.
7 Twice she is the mother goddess, wise, just, understanding
and merciful
.
8 Twice she is queen of heaven and queen of the gods.
9 Once she is the intercessor between man ;md Assur.
f
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10 Once she is especially the lover of her priesthood.
11 Once she is the mother of wisdom.
12 Once she reveals her will in dreams.
Cnce she has a special relationship to, and care ever trees.
14 Cnce her sacrifices are mentioned as meat, vegetables and
drink
.
15 "is a polyandrous goddess, sexual license is practiced by
the goddess and her worshipers.
A mere detailed and exhaustive study of the literature
of Babylonia and issyria
,
dealing vl th the Ishtar cult, would
undoubtedly fill In many lines of the picture. Cur research
however has been sufficiently thorough to show us a religion
which drew its life blood from the deep and mysterious instincts
of human life. The mystery of motherhood and mother love, the
mystery of reproduction, linked with sexual passion, the mysterious
primitive instincts of fear and hatred, could not do less, and
could not be expected to do more, than produce it's Ishtar.
t
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Canaan. The Worship of Astarte in Palestine during Old Testament
period as revealed by archaeology.
'•Te now turn our attention to the Canaanite worship of
Astarte in Palestine as revealed 'by the excavations at Gezer,
Jericho, Beth Sheiaesh, 1'egiddo and Beth Shean. The Canaanites
a re ordinarily thought of as the people who inhabited that country
lying west of the Jordan and the Dead Sea, and between these waters
and the llediterraneaii ; before the coning of the Israelites. History
does not tell us when the Canaanites first arrived in the land.
It seems certain however that their numbers were at least augmented
during the gre-:-t westward migration of peoples about 18C0 3. C.
,
when the Kassites invaded Babylonia and the Hyksos moved into Egypt.
The Canaanites were a Semitic people i nd they brought with them the
Semitic preference for a female deity.
Our information as to their religious practices, must come
almost entirely from objects unearthed by excavators. That will
rn^ke it necessary to read most of our story from rude stone pillars,
rough plaques, the foundations of wrecked building, caves, and the
graves of the people of the day.
Gezer
For us the -mo st significant part of the excavation at Gezer
was the unearthing of the great central High Place, or sanctuary.
The High Place in general and the Pillars in particular, must be
associated with the worship of Ashtoreth. This is proven by the
unnumbered
-tshtoreth plaques that were found there.
As Macalister has said, "The Alignment of monoliths is the
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most important and certainly the meet striking mer ber of the
High Place." Originally there was a row of ten rough
pillars. Nine of them were of local limestone. The tenth had
been brought in from some other territory. There seems to
hire been a tabu against dressing these alt-?r stones.
In the beginning there seems to haTe been two smal 1
pillars "meant to suggest a divinity and his female companion
,
and it may be that the rre-.t High Place of Gezer had its....
beginning in this comparatively insignificant pair of stones."
It is not improbable that certain smooth spots on the second
pillar represent the "frequent and repeated" kisses of devotees
over a long period of year. This second stone may be one of
the two original stones.
A large block of stone stood just west of the fifth nnd
sixth pillars. In its upper surfs.ee was a "rectangular depression"
and it seems reasonable to cons icier it as a "laver for ceremonial
ablutions," v ' or an altar in connection vilth the High Place.
On the east side of the alignment was a cave that seemed to be
the depository in which the refuse from the sacrifices was oast.
The cave was sixteen feet deep and in it there was found human,
cow, sheep, deer and goat bones.
Cf gre-;t significance was the unques ti cnabi e proof of
child sacrifice. "The whole area of the High Place, " says
(1) The Excavation of Gezer, Kacalister , Vol. II. p. 387.
(2) The Excavation of Gezer, lacalister, Vol. II. p. 387.
(3) The Excavation of Bezer. Kacalister, Vol. II. P. 397.
ft
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I'acalister, "was found on examination to be a cemetery of new-
born infants. That these infants were ail the victims of
sacrifice is suggested by their close association with the
High Place, and confirmed by the fact that two at least dis-
played marks of fire. These infants were deposited in large
jars.... The body was usually out in head first; generally two
or three smaller vessels, usually a bowl and a Jug were deposited
either inside the jar between the body and the mouth of the
vessel, or else outside and close by the large jar. None of
these smaller vessels contained organic remains or other de-
posits, -,-.nd no ornaments or other objects were deposited with
the bodies. .. .Ail the jars were filled with earth, covering
the bone and pottery 'deposits, but whetner the earth was put
in at the time of burial, or washed in afterwards I could not
certainly decide from the indication afforded. ... No evidence
waa found that the bodies were mutilated in any way." ^
The rock-cut Place of Sacrifice offers special interest.
The orifice with it s channel opened into a cave. Through the
orifice blood was undoubtedly passed to the divinities who ^ere
supposed to live in the cave below.
A large number of cult objects ^ere found on, under end
about the High Place. Among these was "a small bronze model
of a serpent." 7/ithout doubt a. serpent cult existed in Palestine,
and may have been associated in some way with the cult worship of
"starte. Numerous Ha thor- Ashtoreth plaques were found. In
practically every case the plaque had the common Hathor wig repre-
sented. This consisted of two J balancing one another and meeting
(l) The Excavation of Gezer, I'acalister, Vol. II, p. p. 579-8C
((
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over the forehead. A Hatho r wig with horns "and above it tie
maat feathers and uraeus," was also found. Practically all
figures were undraped, and in the later Semitic periods the
maternal functions of the divinity are emphasized by each hand
holding a breast. Other cult objects consisted of lamps, saucers,
cups, jugs, Astartoid vases, etc.
Jericho
When we turn to the site of Jericho as a source study for the
worship of Astarte, we find ourselves facing a barren waste. In
almost every chapter of I-Iacali ster 1 s report on Gezer, our interest
is enlivened "by significant discoveries. At Jericho where Seliin,
Wstzinger and Garstang hive moved hundreds of tons of dirt and
rubbish not one new or vital Astarte trophy has come to light.
At least mention has not found its way into the reports and writ-r^s
incident to the excavations there. This does net mean of course,
that the people of Jericho were without any kind of cultic worship.
In all probability the Canaanite inhabitants worshiped Ashtoreth,
tc some extent at least, just the same as the Canaanites did else-
where. 'He know that in one way or another they worshiped the moon,
for Jericho means, "the city of the moon." We are also certain,
both from excavations and from Biblical data, that child sacrifice
was practiced there, and very often this is associated with Astarte
worship.
It is well to include this site in our study, if for no other
reason than to show that all ancient cities in Palestine do not yie-d
valuable evidence of the Canaanite worship of a female deity.
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^eth Shemesh
'.?e have in Beth Shemesh a. site wi th a varied and interesting
history. Beginning with a primitive community, racial influence
after racial influence played upon it. Each left its distinctive
impress. Yet all had one thing in common. That one tl ing was a
religion of some kind.
Dr. Elihu Grant has carried on most ofthe excavation work
at Beth Shemesh, and it is from his reports that our information
largely comes. The site is valuable as Canaanite source material
because to a very large extent the city was always dominated by
the Canaanites. Even after the Hebrew invasion the majority of
the inhabitants of Beth Shemesh rem.lined Canaanites. Religion and
business was carried on much the same as it had been before these
outsiders came.
Beth-Shemesh "became linked, at least in its name, with the
adoration of the sun. Beth in Semitic speech means house, and
Shemesh means sun. House of the Sun is almost equivalent to
Temple of the Sun, and by extension might even mean City of the
Sun." ^
Dr. Grant records having found but one Astarte head. Yet
other evidence leads him to believe that the worship of Astarte
was the most popular faith during a greater part of the history
of the site. He pictures the life of the old Canaanite city in
these words. "Egyptian deities pictured in seals and amulets
showed the veneration in which the gods of the south country
were held, but our population really set more store by the great
goddess of fertility, the Astarte (Ashtar) of the East.... The
(l) Beth Shemesh, Elihu Grant, p. 16
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serpent cult was known
,;na incorporated with our representations
of the deity. Charms an d amulets were imported outright and ueea,
as received, in our own manner. We were not narrowly sectarian.*1 ^
Within the old city walls the foundation work of a temple
was discovered. It ran east and west, with two parallel rows of
columns. At the east end was found a round stone base on which the
figure of a divinity may have stood. A stone table of offering also
came to light. It had the characterise c cup-marks, the groved
channel ?nd also a "basin-like depression for catching blc.od."
Dr. Grant's diary for a day in March throws much light upon
burial customs and religious thought. "We came upon the skull at
the eastern end of the pit pretty well preserved facing south.
The leg bones were doubled up presumably in the emoryonic position
so frequently seen in such early burials. Numerous clay vessels
(2)
were present with a lamp and a bowl...."
"Enough whole dishes were found in tombs to do away with
the theory that dishes were necessarily broken when placed beside
the remains of the broken human ... .Enough sealed jugs were found
to suggest that sealing of containers was not rare. In general the
people put their choicest wares with the burials, as well as a bocd
share of utility shapes and sizes.... By running over the catalogued
and pictured list of articles of pottery, bronze and alabaster
found in the cemetaries, one gains the impression of realism,
variety, delight and affection in the services rendered to the
(1) Beth Shemesh, Blihu Grant, p. 51-52
(2) Beth Shemesh, Elihu Grant, p. 76
r
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deceased when buried."
Keg id do
Much of our most interesting Old Testament history took
place within sight of this ancient city. The archaeological
remains show the interplay of a great variety of cultures. Lvi-
dence of Egyptian, Canaanite, Hittite, Cypriote, Israelite and
many more are found. With this interplay of people upon people
there must have been a constant "borrowing and leveling of religious
belief. TThen Israel first came to the site her immediate contact
was undoubtedly with some form of Astarte worship.
Stratum III could be d^ted as covering a period from 800 to
6C0 B. C. In this stratum was found the burned ruins of a temple
of Astarte. The temple had been built upon old Israelite wails,
and was finely finished. 7/ithin the temple walls was found a great
quantity of pottery, jars, jugs, etc. There were three stone altars
(two with horns), two "pillnrs" and several incense altars. One
of these hsd heads of Astarte at the front corners, while a number
of Astarte figures were found nearby. Fragments of burned bone to
the depth of half a meter came to light in a nearby cave. This
cave had apparently been used as a depository for Astarte sacrifices.
Ill the pottery found in tne temple belongs to tne Hebrew period
from 800 to 600 3. C. This stratum therefore "represents a time
when the Hebrews, during one of their lapses from the worship of
(l) Beth Shemesh, Elihu Grant, p. 83
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Jehovah, gave their allegiance to Astarte.
Beth Shean
The work at this site is being carried on by the University
Museum of Philadelphia. Trial trenches have brought to light
pottery of the Arabic, Byzantine, Hellenistic, Hebrew and early
Semitic periods. The work of clearing the mound stratum by stratum,
is iill going on.
In this study we shall begin with the Tho throes III level
(1501-1447 B. C.) and work up. Kt this level two interesting
Canaanite Temples ^ere found. The northern temple was dedicated
•te the goddess Antit- Ashtoreth. Archaeological evidence in the
form of a serpent-bowl, indicates that Beisan was the center of a
great serpent-cult. "From the various figurines of serpents with
breasts of a woman upon them, found at Beisan it seems fairly certain
that the serpent-deity of the town was a female one. We may well
assume that the goddess worshiped in the northern temple of
Thothmes III was in serpent form."
In the southern temple •Mekal' god of Beth-Shan was worshiped.
Here was found an inner sanctuary for meat-offerings; a great
stepped-altar with a channel for conveying blood away, and a great
outer corridor for the laity. A libation bowl and a mazzebah were
found in the corridor. A stele of Mekal was found here. This stele
not only provides us with the name of the local Baal, but aiso gives
us a representation of the god himself. The upper part of the stele
(l) Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, April 19^8
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represents Eekal se-ted on a throne holding the was-sceptre of
happiness in his left hand and the symbol of life in his right
hand. The lower part of the stele has a prayer that Mekal will
grant life, prosperity nd health to the builder.
M It may be mentioned here that whereas the mazzebah, in
accordance with Canaanite custom, sufficed for the people of
Beisan as the emblem of their deity, a stele or statue showing
the deity in anthropomorphic or other form was necessary to the
Egyptian in the town.... As a matter of fact the whole of the
southern temple of Thothmes III really forms a combination of an
old Canaanite High Place, (generally a crudely walled sanctuary,
open to the sky with sacred columns in it) and a temple with
alters etc. perhaps being added at a I^ter date. In any event
the mazzabah itself was no doubt brought up from & High Place in
an earlier level on the tell, in fact it was probably used over
and over again since time immemorial . We have therefore and for
the first time in the history of excavation, actually discovered
the transition from the representation of a god in the form of a
column to human form and also the transition from a High Place X,
a temple." ^l)
In the Amenophis level (I411-15b8 B. C. ) "we came across a
(2)
magnificent temple dedicated to Ashtoreth or Astarte." N
The building might be divided into two main parts. The courtyard
contained palm-tree topped columns and an altar. In an tipper room
there was also another "with sloping top and also smaj.1 receptacles
(1) Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement. Apr. 1928, p78-79
(2) Palest, ne Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, Apr. 1927, p. 69
f
near it, in which nere kept cult objects, and so on, associ ted
with the ceremonies. It may be thutt he lower altar was used for
holocaust and the upper one for shewbread or cakes and incense
pots." ^ (Jer. 44:19)
Many interesting objects were found within the temple irea,
Some of these may be listed as follows: (l) A stone monument on
which is figured the goddess Ashtcreth of the two Horns. (2)
chair throne and altar table of Cretan type. (3) Near the chair
a model cf a sacred tree
There i s no doubt whatever that these models were associated
together as a group of cult objects probably the throne repre-
sented the seat of a god, or the god himself, the decorated table
the altar, surrounded by trees, on which offerings were placed,
and the tree or stone perhaps the female consort of the deity.
With regard to the tree or stone, it will be remembered that in
most old Palestinian sanctuaries there were two sacred emblems.
These were the 'mazzabahs' (stone columns) and * asherahs
•
(wooden
poles representing trees). In the Old Testament this latter word
is translated 'groves' in the A. V.
In the stratum ;bove the one we have been dealing w_ th was
found the "Seti stela," and the "Rameses stela." These finds
explain the great Egyptian influence in Palestine about 1300 B. C.
Two temples were unearthed which we caxl the "Temple of Seti I"
and the "Temple of Rameses II." As in the stratum previously
studied the southern temple was dedicated to the local god (this
time Resheph) and the northern temple was dedicated to the goddess
(l) Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement. Apr. 1927. p. 72
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Ashtoreth, ("the consort of Resheph). Ashtoreth is represented
here as Antit, the warrior-goddess. She is called the "Q,ueen
of heaven, mistress of all the gods," rind is of course the same
goddess as that referred to under a simular title in various places
in the Old Testament.
Tell Beit Mirsim.
Albright has recently reported some interesting finds at
this Tell. From the stratum represented by the late bronze age
come several types of Astarte plaques "representing the naked
Syrian goddess." In one type she is portrayed with spiral Iocks,
without a head-dress , and holding above her head
long stemmed lotus flowers. A second type resembles the former
but with a "lofty feather-crown for the uncovered head of Q,adesh
(courtesan) (Hebrew, qedeshah) . " With this type locks of
straight hair end at the breasts.
Another recent find shows the serpent goddess with a "large
snake, probably a python, which coi-e s out of the earth between her
ankles, coils around her legs, while its head is seen between her
(2}thighs." ' Dr. Elihu Grant has also brought to light a simular
snake drapped figure, with upraised arms holding long stemmed
flowers.
Albright tells us that Miss. Garrou has recently discovered
in a cave near Athlit, "a clay statuette of the Hellenistic period,
considerably larger than the figures of the early perioa. The
goddess is shown naked, with a serpent crawling up her right thigh,.
The serpent's head is directed toward the vulva of the goudess,
The Archaeology of Palestine aid the Bible, Albright, p. 96
The Archaeology of Palestine and the EibJe
,
Albright, p. 88
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a fact which proves conclusively that the serpent rerjresents
primarily the fecundizing •vis naturae* while the fertilized
goddess brings forth vegetation, symbolized by the flovers
which she holds."
Summary
.
We shall now enumerate the facts revealed regarding the
Canaanite worship of Astarte in Palestine, as brought to light
by this archaeological survey.
1 The worship of the goddess was apparently brought into
Canaan by the earliest Semitic immigration* ~.7e should expect
this since female worship originated years before amon& the
Semites, in Arabia.
2 Her worship was usually carried on at a 'High Place' and
almost invariably there were caves beneath or near by.
3 An alignment of stones discovered at many sites seems to
have usually begun with two small pillars; one representing the
female deity and the other her male companion*
4 These stones were rough and there seems to have been a tsbu
against dressing them.
5 An altar or some kind, or a "laver for ceremonial ablutions"
is almost always in evidence on a High Place.
6 Deposits of sacrificial refuse reveal that human beings,
cows, sheep, deer and goats were used.
7 Child sacrifices in particular play a significant part in th
worship of the goddess. Sacrificed infants are found on practical-
(l) The Archaeology of Palestine and zhe Bible, Albright, p. 68
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every High Piece, and in seme instances their bones show traces
of fire. They i»ere usually buried in Jars.
8 A channel usually led from tie place of sacrifice into a
cave \nd was apparent! y for the purpose of carrying away flb e
blocd. Perhaps the blcod w:.s for the diviniti es who lived in the
c^.ve below.
9 As tart e was symbolized by smal 1 undraped plaques, in viriich
the maternal functions were emphasized.
10 There was often a synthesis of different cult worsnip t
the same shrine. The goddess would be most looked up to perhaps,
but other cults were venerated at the same time.
11 3tcne bases sometimes held figures of the divinity.
12 As different cultures replaced each other at a particular
site, a gradual evolution or change would be wrought on the High
Place. Astarte sometimes became a serpent goddess. The 2£azzebah
which sufficed as an emblem of the deity for the Canaanites wo uld
perhaps be replaced by a more anthropomorphic form under Egyptian
influence. In time the crude High Place woulc. be covered by a
magnificient temple dedicated to Ashtoreth or Astarte. Palm-tree
topped columns; altars for holocaust and shewbread; stone monuments
of the goddess; charis, thrones, table altars, and models of sacred
trees -ill played a part in a high ritual.
13 There is evidence that tue dead were buried with great care
snd affection and with t he full expectation of a future existence
of seme kind.
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Conclusion
.
The Canaanites, as most other peoples, had inherited their
religion from their fathers. In a certain sense it was a rich
inheritance, full of inner spiritual significance and growing
out of deep physical tendencies. It met the need of their lives
and found a responsive note in the hearts of the many invaders
of their country. Otherwise the worship of the goddess could never
hare survived as long as it did. If we complain of its crudities
and its cruelties we must remember it was a cruae, cruel age, and
religion never gets very far ahead of its worshipers.
Phoenicia and her colonies: Worship of the goddess.
Ashtart was the chief goddess of the Phoenicians. Her cult
as established at Byblos, Sidon, Gebal, Tyre, Ashquelon, Umm-el-A
Awamid, Ma' sub, and Aphaca. '.Ve find her shrines on the islands
of Cyprus and Malta and at such sites as Carthage, Cirta; and
all along the northern coast of Africa. She was also worshiped
at Tunis, in Algiers and Greece. Indeed wherever the Phoenician
influence made its way, there the goddess was also found.
G.A. Cooke tells us that "The goddess of Carthage called by
classical writers Coelestis, was probably none other than the
Phoenician Ashtart As an element in compound pr. nn. A shtart
occurs very often. She was the goddess of fertility and generation
(Dt. 7:13; 28:4, 18, 5l) ; and was identified both by the Greeks
and Phoenicians with Aphrodite."
(l) North-Semitic Inscriptions, Cooke, p. 27
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Semi-hi a torical sources tell us that about 1187 B.C. the
Philistines and their allies overran Palestine and Syria, but
were repulsed by Rameses III. "About 1020 B.C. and according
to the Old Testament account contained in I Sam. 30; and I Chron. 10
the Philistines who had taken possession of Beth-shan not very long
after the death of Rameses III in 1167 3.0. defeated the Israelites
upon !.'t. Gilboa and fixed the body of Saul of Israel to the
wall of the fortress and placed his armour in the house of
Ashtaroth f '
The temples of Rameses II were used by the Philistines at the
time. They also worshiped a god and goddess. Dagon was their
male god. He seems at first to have been an agricultural god
(Dagon means corn) but as the Philistines developed into a war-
like people he became a war god. Ashtoreth is the goddess of
war here, which is an old familiar role for her.
About 1600 B.C. David conquered 3e1h,3han for Israel, from
the Philistines, and partially destroyed the house of Asntaroth
nnd the temple of Dagon. It was probably on one of these sites
that the first and oldest known Israelitish building dedicated
to Yahweh was built,
George A. Cooke tells us that one of the oldest Phoenician
inscriptions is from Byblus. It comes from ohe Persian age and
represents Yehaw-milk, the king of Gebal, offering a sacrifice to
the goudess. Yehaw-milk says in part, "And I make for my lady,
distress of Gebal, this altar of bronze which is in this court,....
T'ay the mistress of Gebal bless Yehaw-milk, king of Gebal, and
grant him life and prolong his days and his years over Sebai , for
he is a righteous king.'. ( 2 )
(1) Palestine Exploration Pund Quarterly Stacemoit. Apr. 1927.
(2) North-Semitic Inscriptions, Cooke, p.p. 18,19.
•
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The inscription mentions further many things done for the goddess.
Engraved work of gold, p^tticos and pillars, have ail been dedicatee
to her. Those who build and adorn her temples are subject to the
blessing of the goddess. She is mistress of the city, and can give
the king notonly favor with the people out with the gods.
George A. Barton referring to Byblos says that "the penalty
on the part of the women who were not willing to sacrifice their
hair on the day of resurrection of Tammuz, was that they were
compelled to sacrifice their chastity It is interesting to
notice that a wo.man's hair and her chastity had about the s.-uae
value, and if she would not offer the one she must the other.
This sacrifice of chastity, moreover, points here as in Babylonia
to the survival of a custom, embedded in conservative religious
feeling, from a greatly anterior polyandrous age." This is
probably iilustrati /e of like practice at other centers of worship.
From Sidon co'^es a coffin text of trie fourth century B.C.
Tabnith, priest of Ashtart, ana king of the Sidonians, places a
curse upon any man who might disturb his remains, There is
nothing of value in the coffin, " only I am lying in this
coffin; do not, do not open me nor disquiet me, for that thing is
an abomination to Ashtart. And if thou do at all open me, and at
all disquiet me, raayest thou have no seed among the living under
the sun nor resting place among the shades.
It is significient to find Tabnith, playing the role of both
priest and king. As tart* s concern for the king does not cease with
death. To disturb his body is an "abomination" to her. ^t is
£l) Hebraica, The Semitic Istar Cult, Barton, Vol. 10, p. 55
(2) North-Semitic Inscriptions, Cooke, p. 27
r
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suggested, at least (through the wish of the deceased) that Astart
may have some control, not only over the disturber's children, hut
over his final comfort in the resting place among the shades.
This same thoughtis emphasized in the coffin text of king
Eshmun-azar of Sidon. t^J The inscription portrays the king^s mother
as a priestess of Ashtart. The king and his mother "built the house
of Ashtart in Sidon.'1 Ashtart is associated with 3aal in tnis
inscription, probably as his consort. She is inferior to BaJai , but
takes her place in the pantheon of gods who will take revenge upon
the disturber of the dead.
On the island of Cyprus a great many Philistine references
to the female goddess have been found though usually they are so
fragmentary as to make any certain conclusions difficult. Ashtart
is referred to as the goddess of tne new moon. Temples are built
for her. . Door keepers, priests for sacrifice, barbers who officiate
at service, temple-clients, and dogs are all mentioned in connection
with her temple worship. (2)
Astarte figures common in Phoenicia and Cyprus after the tenth
century are described in this way by V/.F. Albright. Tlx representati
is of a "woman's head, bust, and arms, the lower part of the figurine
being a simple column, spreading at the base, so that it might
stand erect. Ths breasts are always very large and prominent, and
the woman places her hands under them, as if presenting them to a
nursing infant. This type of Astarte figurine does unquestionably
portrya the goddess, Ashtaroth as the ' dea nutrix' the protector
Tl) North-Semitic Inscriptions, Cooice, p.p. 31-52.
(2) Nor th-5e~itic Inscriptions, Cooke, p. 66
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of nursing mothers. Simular figurines are common in Phoenicia
and Cyprus after the tenth century; fro-a the north they spread
southward into Palestine evidently in the ninth century, after
the Division of the Monarchy."
In various places we find the goddess Anath, associated
with Astarte. She resembles Astarte very much, hut seems to
have a more noble character. Stanley A. Cook (2) says she
was apparently a goddess of fertility, but her temples do not
contain the votive images so common to Astarte.
It might prove helpful while we are thinking of Anath ( a
sister form of Astarte) to make a brief general word study,
of forms used commonly in this paper. The plural of Anath is
Anathoth. The Hebrews used the plural form of a work for
their monotheistic God. (Elohim) In reality this referred
to the total manifestation of god. "Be'alim was used similarly
of the totality of forms of Baal, in contrast to the God of
Israel. The plural was used in precisely the same way with
names of goddesses; 'Ashtaroth means the totality of manifestations
(2)
of Astarte." Albright tell us further that these names
died out in time except as they lingered on in place names such
as Ashtaroth and Anathoth. This was necessarily true as a
monotheistic development continued.
We will not attempt to quote from the scattered and fragmentary
Phoenician sources as reported by George A. Barton in the October
1893-January 1894 issur of the Hebraica. We learn from these
The Archaeology of Palestine and the Bible, Albright, 121
(2) The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology,
Cook, p. 105
(3) The Archaeology of Palestine and the Bible
,
Albright, p. 166
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studies however that in Phoenicia the goddess often shareu the
temple of Baal, and may be thought of as his wife or consort. As so
often "before she is known in various roles as the virgin war goddess,
the goddess of fertility, and the goddess of lo/e. Lucian makes her
a moon-goddess at Si don. Of special interest is the statement that
"Astarte put upon her head as a mark of her sovereignty a bull's
head." We find in several places that the bull was sacreu to the
goddess
.
Although the worship of tne goddess necessarily adapted itself
to changed conditions in different places, it remained to the last
quite true, in its fundamental aspects, to the qualities stamped
upon it in the beginning. Always she was lovea and worshiped as
the goddeds of iove, the goddess of proauctivity , often tines as
the goddess of war, the queen of heaven, and the mother of both
gods and men. In Phoenicia the king is hften her priest, and it
is a always a virtuous thing to build or renovate her sanctuary
The king expects her special care in return for such a service.
And Astarte did serve her day and her people well. Wherever we
find a Semitic people, there we find the goddess also. Beginning
with her inception in the desert wastes of Arabia, she had followed
these Semites many weary miles, and many hundreds of yaars, until
her worship was known to be coextensive with the Semitic people
wherever they were found.
-
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Israel Makes Contact with Cultic Worship Among the Canaanites
We have thus far examined into the primitive origin of
female worship in Arabia, and followed the history of that
worship through Babylonia, Assyria, Canaan, Phoenicia and
her colonies. It now remains to tell of Israel ! s contact
with the female goddess in Palestine, and to show the Israel-
ite reaction as revealed In our Biblical material.
What was the condition in Canaan when Israel entered
there? A brief historical survey will help us here.
John Garstang believes that movements of a wide range brought
the rather advanced and prosperous Canaani be civilization to
a close, and that it was near this time of close when Israel
the
entered, Egypt had much to do *ith,\final weakened condition
of Canaan.
Canaan lay at the cross roads of world commerce and the
Egyptians early felt that they must control the country. In
1479 B.C. Thutmos III sacked the city of Megiddo, and there-
after leaves a record of 119 cities which he captured. Many
of these names can be recognized in the book of Joshua. For
many years after this time Canaan was at the mercy of the
Egyptians. Great spoil was taken to enrich the Egyptians,
and each time this happened it left the Canaanites in a
more weakened position. Garstang says, "If the spoliation
was in fact anything like that depicted in the records, the
triumphs of Egypt meant in effect the ruin of the country and
-
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account in large measure for the decay of the old Canaanite
power and civilization."^
When Amenhotep III came to the throne in 1411 B.C. per-
secutions ceased for a time and armies were withdrawn. This
was equally fatal to Canaan. "So long as the reign of terror
continued and Egyptian troops passed to and fro, the situa-
tion of the inhabitants was not helpless; but on the day
when the soldiers should be withdrawn, with the land be-
spoiled, its fortresses dismantled, its population dimin-
ished, what would be its fate? Those who were waiting an
opportunity upon its frontiers broke through its enfeebled
(2)
ramparts and established themselves in the land. 11
"It was at the opening of this perid, according to
Biblical Chronology about 1406 B.C. and therefore in the
earlier year3 of Amenhotep's reign, that Joshua and the
Israelites appeared from the east before the walls of
Jericho." (3)
The story of Israel's conquest of Canaan is familiar to
us all. The Biblical literature is inclined to make that
conquest a series of rapid and successful military exploits.
In reality we know Israel was many years in conquering
Canaan. In many instances her people lived side by side
with the Canaanites and learned many things from them.
Judges 1:21, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, etc. Religion
(1) The Foundations of Biblical History, Gars tang, p. 108.
(2) The Foundations of Bible History, Garstang,p. 114.
(3) The Foundations of Bible History, Garstang, p. 115.
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played its role. Time and again Israel departed from the
worship of Yahweh and set up asherahs and mezzebahs as
emblems of divinity. Judges 2:11-14; 3:5-8; 12-14; 4:1,2; etc.
Worse till, they fell into the grave sexual sins practiced
by their neighbors. Judges d:33; etc. All this is reflected
in the worship of Astarte as revealed in the Biblical litera-
ture of the day, to which we now turn our attention.
Israel's Worship of Astarte as Revealed in Biblical Literature.
References to Ashtaroth as a city or place. (Selected quo-
tations. )
Joshua 9:9, 10. And they said unto him, Prom a very far
country thy servants are come, because of the name of Jehovah
thy God; for we have heard the fame of him, and all tiiat he
did in Egypt, And all that he did to the two kings of the
Amorites, that were beyond the Jordan, to Sihon king of
Heshbon, and to Og king of Bashan, who was at Ashtaroth.
Joshua 12:4. And the border of Og king of Bashan, of the
remnant of the Rephaim, who dwelt at Ashtaroth and at
Edrei
.
Joshua 13:31. And half Gilead, and Ashtaroth, and Edrei, the
cities of the kingdom of Og in Bashan
Genesis 14:5. And in the fourteenth year came Chedorlaomer,
and the kings that were with him and smote the Rephaim in
Ashterothkarnaim, • . •
•
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I Chronicles 6:71 . Unto the sons of Gershom were given, out
of the family of the half-tribe of Manasseh, Golan in Bashan
with its suburbs, and Ashtaroth with its suburbs
References to the High Places, associated with Baal and
Ashtaroth.
(Selected references; close to a hundred might be given.)
Leviticus 26:50 . And I will destroy your sun-images, and
cast your dead bodies upon the bodies of your idols; and my
soul shall abhor you.
I Kings 22:45. And he walked in all the way of Asa his
father; he turned not aside from it, doing that which was
right in the eyes of Jehovah: Howbeit the high places were
not taken away; the people still sacrificed and burned in-
cense in the high places.
II Chronicles 14:2-5. And Asa did that which was good and
right in the eyes of Jehovah his God; for he took away the
foreign altars, and the high places, and brake down the pil-
lars, and hewed down the Asherim, and commanded Judah to seek
Jehovah, the God of their fathers, and to do the law and the
commandment. Also he took away out of all the cities of
Judah the high places and the sun-images: and the kingdom was
quiet before him.
II Kings 25:15. And the high places that were before Jerusa-
lem, which were on the right hand of the mount of corruption,
which Solomon the king of Israel had builded for Ashoreth the
abomination of the Sidonians
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Reference to the House or Temple of Ashtoreth (Selected)
I Samuel 51; 10. And they put his armor in the house of the
Ashtoreth; and they fastened his body to the wall of Beth-
shan.
References to Altars, Groves, Pillars, Images, etc, (Selected)
II Kings 25:14 And he brake in pieces the pillars, and cut down
the Asherim and filled their places with the bones of men,
I Kings 14:25 For they also built them high places, and pil-
lars and Asherim, on every high hill, and under every green
tree.
II Kings 18;4 He removed the high places, and brake the pillars,
and cut down the Asherah; and he brake in pieces the brazen
serpent that Moses had made; for unto those days the chil-
dren of Israel did burn incense to it; and he called it
Nehushtan.
Ezekiel 6:5-5 Behold, I, even I, will bring a sword upon
you, and I will destroy your high places. And your altars
shall be desolate, and your images shall be broken and I
will cast down your slain men before your idols. And I will
lay the dead carcasses of the children of Israel before their
idols; and I will scatter your bones round about your altars.
References to Israel's serving Ashtaroth. (Selected passages)
Judges 5:7 And the children of Israel did evil in the sight
of the Lord, and forgot the Lord their God, and served Baalim
and the groves.
e
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Judges 10:6 And the children of Israel did evil again in the
sight of the Lord, and s rved Baalim, and Ashtaroth, and the
gods of Syria, and the gods of Zidon, and the gods of Moab,
and the gods of the children of Ammon, and the gods of the
Philistines, and forsook the Lord, and served not him.
Judges 2:15 And they forsook the Lord, and served Baal and
Ashtaroth.
I Samuel 7:5,4 And Samuel spake unto all the house of Israel,
saying, If ye do return unto the Lord with all your hearts,
then put away the strange gods and Ashtaroth from among you
and prepare your hearts unto the Lord, and serve him only:
and he will deliver you out of the hand of the Philistines.
Then the children of Israel did put away Baalim and Ashtaroth,
and served the Lord only.
I Samuel 12:10 And they cried unto the Lord and said, We have
sinned, because we have forsaken the Lord, and have served
Baalim and Ashtaroth: hut now deliver us out of the hand of
our enemies and we will serve thee.
I Kings 11:55 Because that they have forsaken me, and have
worshipped Ashtoreth the goddess of the Zidonians
I Kings 11:4-8 For it came to pass, when Solomon was old,
that his wives turned away his heart after other gods; and
his heart was not perfect with the Lord his God, as was the
heart of David his father. For Solomon went after Ashtoreth
the goddess of the Zidonians, and after Mil com the abomina-
tion of the Ammonites. And Solomon did evil in the sight
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of the Lord, and went not fully after the Lord, as did
David his father. Then did Solomon build am high place
for Chemosh, the abomination of Noab, in the hill that
is before Jerusalem, and for Molech, the abomination of
the children of Amnion. And likewise did he for all his
strange wives, which burnt incense and sacrificed unto their
gods.
Summary
Any one who is familiar with the Old Testament will
recognize immediately that the above quotations represent
only a fraction of the selections which might be made, deal-
ing with the worship of Astarte as it is revealed in Biblical
literature. Until we come to the prophets however and to
the Deuteronomic reaction, it would add practically no im-
portant information to lengthen this list. All the important
points have been covered. We have seen Ashtaroth used as
a place name. We have noted the association of the high
places with the worship of Baal and Ashtaroth. We have seen
temples dedicated to Ashtoreth. We noted the familiarity
of the Hebrews with the altars, groves, pillars and images
used by the worshippers of the goddess. We have seen Israel
depart from the worship of Yahweh and enter with enthusiasm
into the heathen cultic worship. The latter passages quoted
plainly reveal the fact that in the minds of the Israel-
ites the worship of Baal and the worship of Ashtoreth were
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very closely associated. Information about the Ashtoreth
cult is "shrouded under the worship of Baal." Taking
this into consideration we find the worship of Ashtoreth
referred to, indirectly, a great many more times than we
had at first suspected.
The Prophetic Reaction to Cultic Worship
Since Israel's contact with the Canaanite cultic wor-
ship has been clearly established, we shall now turn our
attention to the prophetic reaction to that worship and
Israel's lapses into it.
Amos. The religious conditions in the Northern Kingdom which
particularly interest us in this study are condemned in the
following verses:
Amos 2:7b-8. and a man and his father go unto the same
maiden, to profane my holy name; and they lay themselves
down beside every altar upon clothes taken in pledge; and
in the house of their God they drink the wine of such as have
been fined.
Amos 5:26, 27. Yea, ye have borne the tabernacle of your
king and the shrine of your images, the star of your god,
which ye m-'de to yourselves. Therefore will I cause you to
go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith Jehovah, whose
name is the God of hosts.
Amos 8:14 They that swear by the sin of Samaria, and say.
As thy god, Dan, liveth; and, As the vay of Beer-sheba
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liveth, they shall fall, and never rise up again.
In these verse we catch our first vivid glimpse of
sacred prostitution aa practiced among the Israelites,
and as condemned by the prophets. Long ago we learned
to expect such prostitution among the Canaanites, but
for Israel to fall into this way is to transgress all
that is highest in the worship of Jehovah, The other pas-
sages quoted reflect still further the extent to which
Israel has fallen into the ways and ceremonies of heathen
cults. Severe and sure chastisement is on the way. A
national calamity is inevitable.
Ho sea Hosea' s prophetic activity comes about a generation
later than Amos, and falls within a critical period of
Israel's history. Anarchy and revolution form the back-
ground of the picture. The wickedness which Amos saw is
telling upon the nation, Jeroboam II (785-745) was on the
throne when Hosea began his ministry, Damascus had fallen
(732 B,C.) before his ministry closed. This book is
probably the story of a man who had married an impure and
untrue woman, yet a woman he could not help but love. His
own experience led him to dip deep into the understanding
of the mind of God toward Israel,
Following are the passages which throw particular light
upon our study:
Hosea 1:2 When Jehovah spake at the first by Hosea, Jehovah
said unto Hosea, Go, take unto thee a wife of whoredom and
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children of whoredom; for the land doth commit great whore-
dom, departing from Jehovah.
Hosea 4:6-14 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge
because thou hast rejected knowledge, I win also reject
thee that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of thy God, I also will forget thy
children. As they were multiplied, so they sinned against
me; I will change their glory into shame. They feed on
the sin of my people, and set their heart on their ini-
quity. And it shall be, like people, like priest; and I
will punish them for their ways, and will requite them
their doings. And they shall eat, and not have enough;
they shall play t ie harlot, and shall not increase; because
they have left off taking heed to Jehovah.
Whoredom and wine and new wine take away the under-
standing. My people ask counsel at their stock, and their
staff declareth unto them; for the spirit of whoredom
hath caused them to err, and they h; ve played the harlot
departing from under their God. They sacrifice upon the
tops of the mountains, and burn incense upon the hills,
under oaks and poplars and terebinths, because the shadow
thereof is good: therefore your daughters play the harlot,
and your brides commit adultery. I will not punish your
daughters when they play the harlot, nor your brides when
they commit adultury; for the men themselves go apart with
harlots, and they sacrifice with the prostitutes; and the
people that doth not understand shall be overthrown.
r(
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Hosea 8:11 Because Ephraim hath multiplied altars for
sinning, altars have been unto him for sinning.
Hosea 10il«2 Israel is a luxuriant vine, that putteth
forth his fruit: according to the abundance of his fruit
he hath multiplied his altars; according to the goodness
of their land they have made goodly pillars. Their heart
is divided; now shall they be found guilty; he will smite
their altars, he will destroy their pillars. Surely now
shall they say, We have no king; for we fe r not Jehovah;
and the king, what can he do for us?
Hosea 10:8 The high places also of Aven, the sin of Israel
shall be destroyed; the thorn and the thistle shall come up
on their altars, and they shall say to the mountains,
Cover us; and to the hills, Pall on us.
Hosea 15:I-o When Ephraim spake, there was trembling; he
exalted himself in Israel; but when he offended in Baal,
he died. And now they sin more and more, and have made
them molten images of their silver, even idols according
to their own understanding, all of them the work of the
craftsmen; they say of them, Let the men that sacrifice
kiss the calves. Therefore they shall be as the morning
cloud, and as the dew that passeth early away, as the
chaff that is driven with the whirlwind out of the threshing-
floor, and as the smoke out of the chimney.
Here we see God's chosen people living and worshipping
on a level so low that the Canaanites could not be beneath
them. "The whole land doth commit whoredom. " The priests
(
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are no better than the people. Sacrifice is offered and
incense Durnt at the Canaanite shrines. Images are made
of silver and gold and the priests kiss the images as they
sacrifice to them. All this Hosea condemns in the name
of a righteous God. This people "shall he as the monning
cloud, and as xhe dew that passeth early away." Yet with
the same figure of speech God calls them back to himself.
"I will heal their backsliding, I will love them freely;
for mine anger is turned away from him. I will be as the
dew unto Israel, he shall blossom as the lily, and cast
forth his roots as Lebanon."
Isaiah Isaiah's ministry was long and great. He received
his call in the yenr that King Uzziah died, (740 B.C.)
and he was still active when Sennacherib invaded -Palestine
in 701 B.C. Isaiah was first and last a statesman prophet,
and he played an important part in the politics of his
day. Not so much is said concerning the worship of
Astarte as we might desire, but Isaiah is certainly aware
of the heathen cults about his people, and the tendency
of his people to fall into their '..ays. ih.e following quo-
tations will not reveal any new facts, but they will show
Plainly Isaiah's attitude toward the heathen practices.
Isaiah 17:8 And he shall not look to the altars, the work
of his hands, neither shall respect that which his fingers
have made, neither the groves, or the images.
Isaiah 30:22 Ye shall defile also the covering of thy
graven images of silver, and the ornament of thy molten
((
images of gold: thou shalt cast them away as a menstruous
cloth; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence.
Jeremiah When we turn to Jeremiah we are dealing with
the deepest and most profound of the Old Testament prophets
His words come late in the History of Israel, but his
people are still tempted to stray into the vulgar pract-
ices of a primitive day.
Jeremiah 7:29-34 Gut off thy hair, Jerusalem, and cast
it away, and take up a lamentation on tile bare heights; for
Jehovah hath rejected and forsaken the generation of his
wrath. For the children of Judah have done that which is
evil in my sight, saith Jehovah: they have set their abomin
ations in the house which is called by my name, to defile
it. And they have built the high places of Topheth,
which is in the valley of the sons of Hinnom, to burn
their sons and their daughters in the fire; which I com-
manded not, neither came it into ray mind. Therefore
behold, the days come, saith Jehovah, that it shall no more
be called Topheth, nor the valley of the son of Hinnom,
but the valley of Slaughter; for they shall bury in Topheth
till there be no place to bury. And the dead bodies of
this people shall be food for the birds of the heavens,
and for the beasts of the darth; and none shall frighten
them away.
Jeremiah 17:1-4 The sin of Judah is written with a pen of
iron, and with the point of a diamond: it is graven upon
<(
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the tablet of their heart, and upon the horns of your altars
whilst their children remember their altars and their
Asherim by the green trees upon the high hills. my moun-
tain in the field I will give thy substance and all thy
treasures for a spoil, and thy high places, because of
sin, throughout all thy borders. And thou, even of thyself,
shalt discontinue from thy heritage that I gave thee; and
I will cause thee to serve thine enemies in tiie land which
thou knowest not: for yet have kindled a fire in mine anger
which shall burn for ever.
Jeremiah 44:17 fi (The people resist Jeremiah's advice)
But we will certainly perform every word that is gone forth
out of our mouth to burn incense unto the queen of heaven,
and to pour out drink offerings unto her, as we have done,
we and our fathers, our kings and our princes, in the cities
of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem; for then had we
plenty of victuals, and were well, and saw no evil. But
since we have left off burning incense to the queen of
heaven, and pouring out drink-offerings unto her we have
wanted all things, and have been consumed by the sword
and by the famine. And when we burned incense to the queen
of heaven, and poured out rink- offerings unto her, did
we make her cakes to worship her and pour out drink-offering
unto her without our husbands?
Then Jeremiah said unto them.......; therefore is your
land become a desolation, and an astonishment, and a curse,
r<
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without inhabitant, as it is this day. because ye have
burned incense, and because ye have sinned against Jehovah,
and have not obeyed the voice of Jehovah, nor walked
in his law therefore this evil is happened unto you,
as it is this day Moreover Jeremiah said unto all
the people, ...... "Ye and your wives have spoken with
your mouths, and with your hands have fulfilled it, saying,
We will surely perform our vows that we have <rowed, to burn
incense to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink-of-
ferings unto her; establish then your vows, and perform
your vows. Therefore hear ye the word of Jehovah, all
Judah that dwell in the land of Egypt; Behold, I have sworn
by my great name, saith Jehovah, that my name shall no more
be named in the mouth of any man of Judah in all the land
of Egypt, spying as the Lord Jehovah liveth, Behold, I
watch over them for evil, and not for good and all the men
of Judah that are in the land of Egypt shall be consumed
by the sword and by the famine, until there be 'an end of
them.
Here again we have mention of hi$i places, altars,
Asherim by green trees upon the high hills, and the sacri-
fice of children with fire. It is significant to find
Jeremiah calling the goddess the "queen of heaven." In
other days and in other Stands she was known by the same
title. When the people protest that in the days when they
served the queen of heaven with burnt incense and drink-
r
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offering, they had "plenty of victuals, and were well,
and saw no evil." Jeremiah tells them that their present
condition is due to just such falling away from Jehovah.
Furthermore because of this their dead bodies will be food
of birds and animals, they will be made to serve their
enemies, and they will be "consumed by the sword and by
the famine, until there be an end of them." Jeremiah could
not have been much more severe in his condemnation of his
people for their faithlessness to Jehovah.
Trito-Isaiah 57;5-9 But draw ne c r hither, ye sons of the
sorceress, the seed of the adulterer and the whore. Against
whom do ye sport yourselves? against whom make ye a wide
mouth, and draw out the tongue? are ye not children of
trangr ession, a seed of falsehood, Inflaming yourselves
with idols under every green tree slaying the children in
the valleys under the clifts of the rocks? Among the smooth
stones of the stream is thy portion; they, they are thy lot:
even to them hast thou poured a drink-offering, thou hast
offered a me;--. t- offering, Should I receive comfort in these?
Upon a lofty and high mountain hast thou set thy bed: even
thither wentest thou up to offer sacrifice. Behind the
doors also and the posts hast thou set up thy remembrance:
for thou has discovered thyself to another than me, and
art gone up, thou hast enlarged thy bed, and made thee a
covenant with them; thou lovedst their bed where thou sawest
r
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it. And thou wentest to the king with ointment, and
didst increase thy perfumes, and didst send thy messen-
gers far off, and didst debase thyself even unto hell."
In Tri to- Isaiah we catch the usual glimpse of groves,
images, and idols beside green trees. Child sacrifice
is certainly practiced, and sacred orostitution is strongly
hinted at. All this the prophet strongly condemns and lays
part of Israel's trouble to the falling away from the true
worship of Jehovah. They have debased themselves "even
unto hell."
Astarte Worship aa Revealed by the Prophetic Words— Summary
By letting these different prophets supplement each
other it ought to be possible to draw a rather complete
and accurate picture of Canaanite and Israelite practices
in connection with the Astarte cult in Palestine during
the Old Testament period. It seems perfectly clear that
all the prophets from Amos on through to Trito-Isaiah must
have had to deal with this problem. We also know that
the problem did not begin with Amos nor end with Trito-
Isaiah. Cultic worship had its roots so deeply imbedded
in human tendencies that through all the Old Testament
period it showed great vitality and persistence.
Aside from certain refinements and a more elaborate
ritual there does not seem to have been any great change
in the worship from e*rly Canaanite days. As we have
ri
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seen so often before the worship is mentioned again and
again by the prophets as having been carried on at some
elevation or hill, still called a "High Place," and often
set among trees. (Hosea 4:13). Here altars for sacrifice
were set up. The old Canaanite pillars representing the
female and male principles are in evidence. The groves
or wooden poles are mentioned by practically all the
prophets. These are probably a carry-over from the days
when the goddess was associated with growing trees in
the desert oasis. They are representative of the repro-
ductive functions of the goddess. There were molten
images and idols of silver and gold, and Amos mentions
a star made by the hand of man as an emblem of the
goddess. Jeremiah calls her the queen of heaven and it
is a familiar title.
It is possible to reconstruct much of the sacrifice
which went on about these altars "upon the hi$i hills or
even about the altar" in the house of Jehovah. At these
altars incense was burnt to the goddess. Cakes v/ere
used in the sacrifice and a meat offering was sometimes
given. A drink offering was poured out and wine flowed
freely. The images were kissed as they sacrificed before
them. Both Isaiah and Jeremiah tell us that child sacri-
fice was practiced and Jeremiah adds that they "burn
their sons and their daughters in the fire."
Great emphasis is laid on the sacred prostitution
associated with the female worship. "They sacrifice with
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prostitutes" and "men themselves go apart with harlots."
A man and his son go to the same altar with the same
sacred prostitute. The priests are no better than the
people, and instead of leading them in righteousness
they follow in sin. Fathers, sons, daughters, brides,
princes, kings and priests are all bound in this practice.
Even the prophet Hosea, knowingly or unknowingly accord-
ing to the interpretation of some scholars took a sacred
prostitute for a wife.
The picture of Astarte worship in Palestine during
the Old Testament period need not be made more vivid.
The practices stand out with sufficient detail to show
us the devotee in his every act of worship.
We may not wonder at primitive man's adherence to
such a cult but neither do we wonder that the enlightened
prophet, called of God attacked this worship as an abom-
ination both to Israel and to Jehovah.
Nature and Significance of the Frophetic Protest
There is a deep significance attached to the prophetic
protest. How did it happen that the prophets spoke at
all? Why did they give their message at this particular
time or that particular place? What led them to this
dangerous and often times discouraging task? The answer
is not hard to find. The prophets spoke because they
could not keep still, God had called them out to speak
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for Him. Usually in the beginning they had protested
their lack of power or adaptibili ty for such work but
once convinced tba t God had chosen them, they refused
to be stilled.
In the prophetic protest we catch our clearest glimps
of the demands of Yahweh upon his people. We see what
Israel's religion might be ideally, should God's demands
become a practiced reality. It was the contrast betv/een
these demands and the actual religious life and practises
of the people tte t called forth the prophetic utterances.
They would call the people back to God and his high
standards. Every act of this whole drama is crowded
with ageless significance, not only for Israel but for
truth, purity, justice and righteousness in every a e.
We discover the true nature of Amos' protest in
his fierce condemnation and promised destruction. There
is a certain grim grandeur about Amos like the desert
hills on which he lived as a boy. The grosser evils
of the day had passed him by. But his sensitive nature
was only the more shocked and wounded when later in life
he discovered the degradation of Israel.
Yet even then he did not want to speak. His past
had not promised a prophetic career. He was neither a
prophet nor a member of a prophetic guild. But God laid
hold of him and he must speak. "The lion hath roared,
r
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who will not fear? The Lord Jehovah hath spoken who
can but prophesy?" (Amos 3:8)
Human rights was probably at the center of the
thought of Amos, But as we have seen from the scripture
quoted he was keenly conscious of Israel's lapse into
idolatry. The high and noble demands of Jehovah had been
trampled under foot, Amos condemns them for their un-
righteousness and their disloyalty to God, He condemns
their sexual immorality practiced in the name of Jehovah.
They have also worshipped and sworn by false gods. These
are the significant protests of Amos which reveal the
high faith of Israel and the demands of Jehovah. Amos
is not one to compromise, and he calls the wrath of God
down upon the heads of the people. "therefore will I
cause you to go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith
Jehovah, whose name is the God of hosts." (Amos 5:27).
Amos is the prophet of righteous judgment,
Hosea's whole life experience was in the nature of a
protest against Israel's lapse into idolatry and the sin
accompanying cultic worship. He is intensely interested
in cleansing the public worship of his day, and he would
do this by changing the spirits of men, through love rather
than through punishment. His own personal experience led
him to this wider spiritual testimony.
At the command of Jehovah, Hosea married a harlot*
She bore him a son. Two more children were born but the
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account implies that they were not Hosea 's. The old
life had reached out to claim his wife again. She left
him for a time but Hosea loved her, and no act of hers
could kill that love. He sought her out and claimed her
once more,
Ihis terrible experience in Hosea ! s own life gave him
an insight into Jehovah ! s feelings to mrd Israel, Jehovah
had been as a father to Israel "Mien Israel was a child,
then I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt, The
more the prophets called them, the more they went from
:hem: they sacrificed unto the Baalim, and burned incense
to graven images. Yet I taught Ephraim to a lk; I took
them on my arms; but they knew not that I healed them. I
drew them with cords of a man, with hands of love; and
I was to them as they that lift up the yoke on their jaws;
and I laid food before them." (Hosea 4:1,2). In spite
of all this love Israel had utterly failed to follow
Jehovah. She had gone off to worship false Gods. His
personal experience told him how impure that worship was.
Prostitution, idolatry, and the drinking of wine
was all contrary to Jehovah* s will. Yet Jehovah would
not, could not turn Israel away. After each denuncia-
tion, fter each pronouncement of doom, a cry for
Israel's return came from Him. "How shall I give thee
up Ephraim? How shall I cast thee off Israel? How
shall I make thee as Admah? How shall I set thee as
»t
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Zeboim? My heart is turned within me. My compassions
are kindled together." Hosea 11:8.
This is the greatest and the deepest passage in
Hosea. Like Hosea 's love for his wife, it bespeaks a
love of Jehovah for Israel so great that no sin or faith-
les^enss on Israeli part can turn God away. Israel
may bring down doom upon her own head but Yahweh loves
her nevertheless.
Hosea 's protest against Astarte worship couched in
such terms of love is immeasurably significant. It re-
veals Jehovah in a new light. Jehovah is a God of love.
H e is the giver of all good things. The Israelites have
been sacrificing to Baal and the goddess as if they were
responsible for the land's fertility, and all the good in
life. Hosea knows that God is responsible. The corn, and
the wine and the oil; the silver and the gold are gifts
of the one God. Hosea 2:8. Israel should show her
gratitude by turning to God. It is through gifts of love
that God will win men back to himself, and not through
punishment. Hosea then is a prophet of a great abiding
love. He has made a most significant contribution to
our thought about Jehovah.
We perceive the nature of Isaiah's protest in his
commands. "Thou shalt" or "shalt not" is a natural expres-
sion with Isaiah. The aristocrat speaks and expects to
be heard.
(<
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All the faults which Amos and Hosea condemned in
Israel, Isaiah finds still. "They (still) follow strong
drink." "Their land is full of idols." "They draw nigh
unto me with their mouth.. ..but have removed their heart
far from me." Isaiah commands the people to destroy
their images and cease from all idolatry. He commands
them not even to look upon altars, groves, and images.
They are told their sin will he purged when the altars
are as Chalkstones and groves and images cannot stand.
Isaiah's conception of God is a noble and exalted
one. In his call he sees God high and lifted up. God
demands the sole allegiance of his people. If they
forsake their evil ways and give that allegiance God will
protect them. If they fail him, destruction is certain.
With Isaiah, faith is very real, however. There are al-
ways some who remain true to Jehovah. A remnant will
always remain.
In Jeremiah the nature of the protest is many sided,
for this prophet knew how to touch men in different ways.
He could condemn, promise, command and argue. Jeremiah com-
ing into activity at a later date could call to the at-
tention of the people the words of men like Amos. Amos
had promised destruction unless resentence was followed
by genuine reform. This had not come about and destruc-
tion had resulted. The people believed this, yet the old
abuses still existed. Their backs were still turned toward
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J ehovah. Cultic symbols were still in the house of Jehovah.
They still built high places. They sacrificed their
children. They burnt incense to the queen of heaven.
They poured out drink offerings to her. They made cakes
with which to worship her.
As we have seen before Jeremiah portrays Jehovah as
a jealous God who resents all these heathen practices and
demands the sole allegiance of his people. His house is
sacred and they must worship him there. All ceremonies
are an abomination to Jehovah. Jeremiah calls his people
to repentence. Individual fellowship with God, and per-
sonal responsibility to God are growing truths with
Jeremiah. He lived them out in his own life and he sees
a day coming when every man will enter into this personal
relationship with Jehovah. It is the only lasting basis
for any real covenant between man and God. "But this is
the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel
after those days, saith Jehovah: I will put my law In
their inward parts, and in their heart will I write it;
and I will be their God and they shall be my people; and
they shall teach no more every man his neighbor, and every
man his brother saying, know Jehovah; for they shall all
know me, from the least of them unto the gr eatest of them,
saith Jehovah: for I will forgive their iniquity, and
their sin will I remember no more. Jer. 31:33, 34.
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Deuteronomic reaction to the worship of the Canaanite Goddess
We are all fan iliar with the standard S' t up in the
second commandment, "Thou shalt have no other gods before
me." As this study has progressed we have seen Israel
stray far from the spirit and the letter of this law. The
following selected quotations will show plainly the Deuter-
onomic reaction.
Deuteronomy 7:5 But thus shall ye deal with then: ye shall
break down their altars, and dash in pieces their pillars,
and hew down their Asherim, and burn their graven images
with fire.
Deuteronomy 12:2, 3 Ye shall surely destroy all the places
wherein the nations that ye shall dispossess served their
gods, upon the high mountains, and upon the hills, and under
every green tree: and ye shall break down their altars, and
dash in pieces their pillars, and burn their Asherim with
fire; and ye shall hew down the graven images of their gods;
and ye shall destroy their name out of that place.
Deuteronomy 16:21, 22 Thou shalt not plant thee an Asherah
of any king of tree beside the altar of Jehovah thy God,
which thou shalt make thee. Neither shalt thou set thee
up a pillar; which Jehovah thy God hateth.
Deuteronomy 33:29 Happy art thou, Israel: Who is like
unto thee, a people saved by Jehovah, The shield of thy
peo le, And the sword of thy excellency J And thine enemies
shall submit themselves unto thee; And thou shalt tread
upon their high places.
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Deuteronomy 7:12, 13 Wherefore it shall come to pass,
if ye hearken to these judgments, and keep, and do them,
that the Lord thy God shall keep unto thee the covenant
and the mercy which he sware unto thy fathers: And he
will love thee, and bless thee, and multiply thee: he will
also bless the fruit of thy womb, and the fruit of thy
land, thy corn, and thy wine, and thine oil, the increase
of thy .kine, and the flocks of thy sheep in the land which
he sware unto thy fathers to give thee,
Deuteronomy 28:4 Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body,
and the fruit of thy ground, and the fruit of thy cattle,
the increase of thy kine, and the flocks of thy sheep,
Deuteronomy 28: 15, 18, 51, But it shall come to pass,
if thou wilt not hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy
God, to observe to do all his commandments and his statutes
which I command thee this day that all these curses shall
come upon thee, and overtake thee: Cursed shall be the fruit
of thy body, and fruit of thy land, the increase of thy
kine, and the flocks of thy sheep. And he shall eat the
fruit of thy cattle, and the fruit of thy land, until
thou be destroyed: which also shall not leave thee either
com, wine, or oil, or the increase of thy kine, or flocks
of thy sheep, until he have destroyed thee.
With these verses we close our Biblical reference
study. We have s°en how intimate and long was Israel's
contact with the Canaanites and their femal worship. We
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have watched Israel fall, time and again under the spell
of that worship. We noted carefully the prophetic re-
action to the cults, and Israel's liking for their
practices. Always the prophets condemned the cults as
sinful, and hateful to Jebovah. Lastly we haveseen the
uncompromising stand which the Deuteronomic writers took
in dealing with all that had to do with the high places,
and the associated practices. "Thou shalt have no other
gods before me." "Thou shalt read upon their high places."
We should expect Deuteronomy to take this stand, for in
the legislation of this hook, we find a summary of the
protests of the eighth century prophets. What the
prophets said was wrong, Deuteronomy^ if possible i legisla tes
against. Another most interest fact is brought out in the
latter verses quoted. There we see that Jehovah has taken
over completely the functions formerly attributed to Astarte.
Jehovah is now God of, and responsible for, the natural
world. If the Hebrews obey God's laws there will be great
increase in the human, animal and natural worlds. But if
the people do not keep God's statutes then cursed shall be
the fruit of the body, the fruit of animals, and the fruit
of the land. Hosea clearly expressed this same sovernity;
and Deuteronomy reflects Hosea here as elsewhere.
It was through the combined efforts of the prophets
and the legislation in Deuteronomy that Israel eventually
won her way back to a firm and uncompromising stand for
Yahweh
•
-
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Positive Contributions of Astarte Worship to the Hebrew
Relgi on- -Summa ry
In the latter pages of this study we have necessarily
thought of the worship of Astarte in Palestine in negative
terms. All the high and noble forces in Israel were crying
out against this cult. It was a great day in Israel whenever
she heeded these voices. But there is another side to the
picture. Astarte worship made many positive contributions
to Old 'Testament religion, and some of these contributions
were very high and very noble. Shall we now summarize, solely
from the evidence gathered in this study, the influence and
contributions of theee ancient peoples to the Hebrew religion.
1 Israel came into a land where religion had been a vital
factor since the beginning of human occupation. Such a
contact could not help but be stimulating to her own faith.
2 The early inhabitants of Canaan had burned their dead
and sacrificed pigs on their altars. The Semites in general
and the Hebrews in particular never indulged in either
practice. A negative influence, nevertheless a real influ-
ence, may be seen in force here.
3 The Canaanites represented their deities by undressed
pillars or monoliths. The Hebrews were undoubtedly influenced
in their own religion by this practice (Gen. 28:22). The
pillars in Solomon ! s temple could not be dressed with iron
instruments.
4 Each Canaanite High Place had a rock cut place of sacrifice
with a channel through which blood drained into a cave below.
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The Hebrews later followed much the same practice,
5 Ancient Canaanites attempted to transfer the protection
of the Numen from city to city "by the capture and trans-
portation of monoliths. So Israel attempted to keep the
presence of Yahweh with them by transporting the ark,
6 The Canaanites used altars of earth. So did Israel,
7 The Canaaites sacrificed human beings, (particularly
babies) cows, sheep and goats. Israel used much the same
animals, and also sacrificed human beings. Jeremiah 7:31;
Deut. 15:19-21.
8 Foundation sacrifices rites were observed at an e°*rly
date in Palestine, The Hebrews followed in the same practice.
9 Many cow images are found in the early strata of the
cities of Canaan, Israel later had her golden calf,
10 In the ancient cities of Canaan were found many small
bronze models of serpents. The children of Israel later
burned incense to serpent models,
11 Personal immortality was highly regarded by practically
all the ancient inhabitants of Palestine, Israel was very
slow in taking over this belief, but undoubtedly her final
attitude was influenced by the faith and practice of those
around her. This ws one of the nobler contributions the
Canaanites made,
12 Tne early sanctuaries usually had the mazzebahs, and
asherahs. These symbols played a great part in Israel's
religious history.
-
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12 Israel's god was a war god when they entered Palestine,
Baal and ^starte were agricultural gods. Yahweh eventually
took on the characteristics of an agricultural deity. This
process was very slow of course, and must be attributed
partly to the conditions under which the Israelites were
now living. But the Canaanites in their worship also m-de
a positive contribution here. At times the Baalim and
Jehovah could scarcely be distinguished. Eventually Jehovah
emerged supreme. When that day came he was much more than
a war god, he was the God of all creation. Baal and Astarte
had made their contribution to his nature.
13 We have noticed from the beginning a high and noble
tenderness expressing itself in the worship of the female
goddess. Of course, the worship had its sordid side, but
this does not dim the luster of a faith in which tne goddess
cared as a mother for her worshippers. She was wise. She
was just. She was understanding. She was merciful. She
was the lover of her priesthood. She had great wisdom. She
suffered with her people when they were in trouble or when
they died. Her tender- care even extended to animals and
olants.
What a contrast this is to the early crude and harsh
nature of Yahweh. The day came when Jehovah had taken to
himself all the tenderness that once reposed in the heart of
Ash tore th. We must give the goddess credit for helping in
this transformation. It could not be otherwise wi th the
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close association we have witness through the years. It was
a truly great and positive contribution* We cannot be too
grateful for this influence which softened the heart of
God, in the thinking of his followers.
14 The worship of As tart e made at least one more vital con-
tribution to Israel's faith. Proximity to this other re-
ligion forced Israel's religion to grow. When it looked as
though the worship of Jehovah was lost in the heathen prac-
tices of her neighbors, then the prophets began to consider
carefully and thoughtfully the nature of their God. As the
years passed they gradually discovered in the being of Yahweh,
such great Qualities as love, loyalty, purity, tenderness,
steadfastness, truthfulness, sympathy, kindness and devo-
tion. Having once discovered these qualities in the God whom
but
they worshipped, they could notAcon elude that a deity with
such a nature, must require the same qualities in his wor-
shippers. It was on this basis that the prophets called
Israel away from their cuitic practices, and back to God.
Without the stimulus received, through the struggle with
Astarte worship, the prophets might never have risen to
the heights they did. A great task confronted them. They
rose to meet it and Israel followed.
Pinal Summary and Conclusion
Shall we now attempt, in a few paragraphs, to draw this
study within the bounds of a summary. Astarte as a female
*
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deity first developed among the bedouin tribes in the va3t
desert wastes of Arabia, She va s the goddess of reproduc-
tion, and associated with the agricultural oroducts of the
desert oases. Her cult spread with the migrating tribes
and eventually we find her worshipped wherever men of
Semitic origin make their homes. In new surroundings,
changes peculiar to the particular locality, came to the
goddess. Sometimes she became the consort of a powerful
local god. Often the rich mythology and higher theological
speculation of another race enriched the worship of the
goddess. When she left the desert a star would perhaps
be given her as a home in place of a desert oasis.
In Babylonia and Assyria, Ishtar oliyed a great and
important role. At Nineveh the library of Assurbanipal
furnishes us with a prayer to her dating as early as 1800 B.C.
Y/e have no way of knowing the exact date when her worship
became common here. Original sources bring us the informa-
tion however that in time she was considered to be the
mother of both men and gods, the wife of Assur, the queen
of heaven, goddess of war, mother of wisdom, and goddess of
sexual productivity. Always she was thought of as wise,
just, understanding and merciful.
At Assur the goddess was worshipped much as at Nineveh,
and there was an apparent close association between Istar of
Assur and I^Ttar of Nineveh.
r
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I star of Arbela is the goddess of war, she reveals her
will in dreams, and is worshipped in a splendid temple.
In connection with the worship of Is"tar at Agadi we
have one of the oldest known dates in Babylonian history.
Sargon (cir. 2800 B.C.) mentions Istar as a goddess of
authority, with special care over growing trees.
At Babylon Istar was the Majestic lady, spouse of
Marduk, mother of the gods, and goddess of productivity.
Her worship was associated with much sexual license. Meat,
vegetables and drink were sacrificed to her. She played an
important part in the Astrology of the day.
In every city studied Istar was worshipped as one of
a pantheon of gods, and always she holds a special and
peculiar relationship to the particular city in which she
is worshipped.
This research shows us a religion which drew its life
blood from the deep and mysterious instincts of human life.
The mystery of motherhood, reproduction, sexual passionj
the instincts of fear and hatred could not do less, and
could not be. expected to do more, than produce this ancient
cult.
When we turn our attention to Palestine we find that
the Canaanites were a Semitic people and that in an early
day they brought with them, to that land, the Semitic
preference for a female deity. An intensive study of the
original reports of archaeological findings at Gezer,
r
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Jericho, Beth Shemesh, ^egiddo, Beth Shean and Tell Beit
Missim reveal the following facts.
The worship of the goddess was brought into Canaan
by the earliest Semitic immigration. That worship was
usually carried on at a high place and almost invariably
there were caves beneath or near by. An alignment of
stones was usually found on the high place; one of them
representing the female deity and another her male companion.
The stones were rough and there seemed to be a tabu against
dressing them. An altar of some king as almost always
in evidence. Sacrificial refuse revealed that human
beings, cows, sheep, deer and goats were used. Child sacri-
fice was particularly in evidence. Blood was carried from
the place of sacrifice, by a channel cut in the rock, to
divinities who lived in the cave below the high place,
Astarte was symbolized by small undraped plaques, so made
as to emphasize the maternal functions. Stone bases some-
times held figures of the divinity. There was often a
synthesis of different cults at the same shrine. As dif-
ferent cultures replaced each other at a particular site,
a gradual evolution would be wrought on the high place.
Until the final remains might show a magnificent temple
dedicated to the goddess. There was ample evidence that
the dead were buried with great care and affection and with
the full expectation of future existence.
rr
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This religion of the men and women of an e rly day in
Palestine, may have been crude in many respects. It met
the need of their lives, however, and found a responsive
note in the hearts of the many invaders of their country.
Otherwise the worship of the goddess could never have sur-
vived as long as it did. If we complain of its crudities
we must remember it was a crude age, and religion never
gets far ahead of its worshippers.
Turning to the iLater worship of the goddess among the
Phoenicians we find little change in practice of outlook
from that just reviewed. The goddess often comes to share
the temple of Baal, as his wife or consort. She is known
in the various roles of virgin war goddess, goddess of
fertility and goddess of love. The bull is often sacred to
her. Women who are unwilling to sacrifice their hair to her
must sacrifice their chastity. We find the goddess wor-
shipped in Cyprus, Malta, Sicily, Carthage, and indeed
every place where a Phoenician colony was planted. Only
minor variations take place in her worship from one community
to another. Among the Phoenicians as elsewhere she served
her people well.
We are familiar with Israel's flight from Egypt, her
ye^rs of wilderness wandering and finally her entrance into
Canaan. Gars tang says that "Joshua and the Israelites
appeared from the east before the walls of Jericho" about
1406 B.C. The years which followed brought many varied
*
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experiences to Israel. Not of least importance was her
contact with the female worship of Astarte. Ample evidence
of this fact is to be found in the numerous references
which come to us from the pages of the Old Testament,
There we see Ashtaroth used as a place name. We note the
association of the high places with the worship of Baal
and Ashtaroth. We see temples dedicated to Ashtoreth.
We note the familiarity of the Hebrews with the altars,
groves, pillars and images used by the worshippers of the
goddess. We see Israel depart from the worship of Yahweh
and enter with enthusiasm into the heathen cultic worship.
We are brought to realize that the worship of Baal and
the worship of Ashtoreth are so very closely associated
that much information about the Ashtoreth cult is "shrouded
under the worship of Baal."
The prophetic reaction to Israel's lapses into cultic
worship, forms a fascinating study. Here we see Israel
with all the trappings of the cult; altars, groves, images,
pillars, Asherim, and priests leading the people down in-
stead of up. We watch them burning incense at Canaanite
shrines, making drink offerings, practicing sacred prostitu-
tion, and even sacrificing their children. Against all this
Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Trito-Isaiah spoke out
boldly. Their condemnation was no half-hearted thing. They
felt they spoke for God. These prophets had achieved an
insight into the true nature of God. That insight had
Fc
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raised God to a great height, made him Lord of all creation,
yet left him a God of love. This thought about God was
reflected in the prophetic demands. The people of Israel
must reflect in their own lives the justice, loyalty and
love in the life of God. And in the end Israel listened.
The Deuteronomic reaction was no less pointed than that
of the prophet. We know there is no powBr in a law itself.
But Israel nevertheless set up laws as guide posts for her
people. These laws were not only negative, "Thou shalt have
no other gods before me," they were also positive, "Thou
shalt tread upon their high places." In time Israel won
her way to a firm and uncompromising stand for Yahwah.
We should not forget as we conclude this study that
there was a high and noble side to the worship and faith
connected with Astarte. Her cult was not founded upon a
myth. It was founded upon, and had its roots in the most
profound and m;£terious processes of human life. In the end
the religion of the Old Testament was a better faith for
having known the worship of Astarte.
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